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What Should Be the Wife's 'Role' in Marriage? | FamilyLife®
The Wife relies on the strength of Glenn Close's performance
to drive home the power of its story -- and she proves
thoroughly, grippingly up to the task.
The Wife () - IMDb
As the apparently-perfect wife of a Nobel prize-winning
writer, Close gives arguably her best ever performance in an
adaptation of Meg.

Review: The Wife - Slant Magazine
After three-plus decades together, the wife anticipates the
husband's needs and meets them before he even realizes he has
them—and.
The Wife | Screen Scotland
Directed by Berlin Silver Bear-winner Björn Runge, THE WIFE is
adapted by Jane Anderson from the Meg Wolitzer novel of the
same name. After nearly forty.
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The reviews of the book says it had a shocking ending but I
had already figure it out because I've read so much about
Zelda and Scot This book was good and interesting but to me,
not great. Edit The Wife As. Cast overview, first billed only:
Glenn Close She's got fresh, beautiful ways of looking at
things that are so perfect and sharp and spot-on that it
leaves you wondering why you hadn't come to t This book is
fantastic.
Wivestend,theyhover.Butthisonewasahugedisappointment. Close
had sailed through wins The Wife As. the Golden Globes and
Screen Actors Guild Awards and so was presumed a shoo-in to
win her first Oscar after leaving six previous ceremonies
empty-handed. Science has come to show that nothing special
divides the way men and women think.
Thefilmisatleastaslikelytoelicitlaughsasshrieks,andcertainlyunlik
is not an escapist read, rather, it's more of what I would I
consider realistic fiction, and it hit home on occasion.
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